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Abstract 

Internet Service Providers (ISP), delivers connection to the digital world and brings extra 

services like VoIP and other technologies which internet is the main requirement. To 

ensure their quality and capabilities, the equipment is delivered by them, limited in most 

of the times to avoid disruption and unnecessary support. Most ISP restricts the telephony 

service to be used with other devices, with the impossibility to expand their 

functionalities.  The processes that we focus on this white paper is to acquire the VoIP 

parameters to take advantage of it. 

We will demonstrate how to extract the password parameter from the provisioning 

mechanism used by Adamo Telecom Iberia S.A.U. (Spanish ISP). This situation 

motivated me to write it. 

The intention is that ISP’s takes consciousness facilitating these parameters for any user 

who request it.  
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1. Motivation 
For personal reasons, this year I changed of ISP, moving from Movistar to Adamo. One 

thing that I wanted to continue having is the VoIP service that comes by default with 

Movistar on FTTH (Fiber to The Home) [1]. I could configure it on other devices with no 

problem. 

Before to stay sure of the change, I asked some questions to the salesperson; is possible 

use the telephone service in, for example, my computer? Salespersons said: Yes, you can 

(and yeah, was right! But not in an easy way) … 

After close the negotiation with the new ISP and technicians installed the new devices in 

my home, I started my first research with the help of “my google friend”. First stop was 

a forum/site called Banda Ancha [2]. There is a Post with the parameters of the VoIP [3] 

but it isn’t explained how to get the password. In another Post, there is a method to access 

to the router as admin due to a vulnerability of misconfigured ACLs [4] but this was 

already patched. 

Next stop was do some “sniffing” [5] between the router and ONT with a TAP, I used the 

Throwing Star LAN Tap Pro [6]. 
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Figure 1: Sniffing with the Throwing Star LAN Tap Pro TAP 

I could capture the SIP digest authentication using Wireshark sniffing in both interfaces: 
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Figure 2: Capturing the digest authentication in Wireshark 

Third stop was trying to get lucky calling to Adamo’s support doing some social 

engineering tactics to know little more about the password’s characteristics. 

In the call, technician said is composed by 8 digits, but is not authorized to describe it is 

alphanumerical (a-z, A-Z, 0-8), if has some special character… The length of the 

password has sense because when you sign up with them, they send an SMS informing 

of the URL for consulting your bills. In this case, the user is 6 digit, all numbers (same as 

the user of the SIP) and the password is 8 digit alphanumerical, so maybe we can try using 

Brute Force technics with sipcrack [7] + crunch [8] to do a cracking on the fly for 

example or if you have good GPU (or more!) you could get luck guessing with hashcat 

(using the 11400 Hash-Mode according to their wiki [9]). This is a possible option to 

obtain it, I don’t like this methodology at all, in my experience, cracking by Brute Force 

usually fails because you need “force” and a little of “luck”, like a casino… You can 

deposit tons of money by losing all at the end. Do you want to take the risk? How much 

time are you willing to lose? (You decide!). 

At the end of the telephone conversation with technician, he said: 

- Exist other methods to obtain the SIP password, you need search on Internet and 

knowing about this materia/IT. 

- Really? This was first thing that I did! OK I will try :D . 

 

At this point, I was full of energy to achieve my objective, my mission, take the SIP’s 

password yes or yes. Let the challenge start! 

  

2. The Router 
The phone, RJ-11 connector only way, connects to the router, so we need get focus on 

this device. 

Adamo started offering: ONT ZHONE 2426 

But we are interesting on the new model (basically, because I have only one, and seems 

the previous model is no longer delivered). We are talking about the: Inteno DG200A-AC 

In the official support page of Adamo, exist a manual [10] but nothing about the specs. 

The brand is Inteno, and seeing the datasheet, seems the model of the support webpage 
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of Adamo is not according with our model! [11]. We don’t have secondary port of RJ-11 

neither ADSL port. Our model is EG200 [12], by the characteristics seems to be identical, 

only changes the number of ports. Checking the comparison table at the following Figure 

3: 

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison key elements between DG200 vs EG200 models 

According this, EG200 has one Gigabit in WAN section and one FXS in Voice section, 

but rest of hardware seems identical, same characteristics. 
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2.1. Software 
Inteno router’s runs IOPSYS and is based on OpenWRT [13]: 

 

 

Figure 4: Shell of an Inteno DG200 device 

In Figure 4 we can observe a shell showing IOPSYS version and the OpenWrt base. With 

this knowledge, we could try to put some commands, but apparently this is not possible 

because we saw above in chapter 1 was patched, however, this doesn’t mean there is no 

more exploits to try! 

 

2.1.1. IOPSYS (Inteno Open Platform System) 
Even IOPSYS [14] is based on OpenWRT, it works little different when the frontend 

(JUCI) wants to communicate with the backend, owsd [15] webserver is the intermediate 

before packets arrives to ubus [16]. 
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Figure 5: System overview of IOPSYS 

At Figure 5, we can observe 3 differentiated layers. 

Red layer is the frontend part, GUI application who initiates the communication. 

Orange layer acts as framework API to transport petitions through WebSockets. 

Brown is final layer who receive the petition and acts/respond delivering info or doing 

proper actions depending on the registered procedures. 

 

OK, communication through the WebSockets “backdoor” sounds good, but how can we 

start with? 

 

2.1.2. WebSockets client 
The person who exploited it playing under “this language” is Neonsea [17]. I found out 

about the first Inteno’s vulnerability on Banda Ancha forum (viewed in chapter 1 of this 

paper). A CVE (CVE-2017-11361) was assigned with a high score [18]. But this is not 

the only one, there were more reached [19]: 

1. 07/17/2017 – [CVE-2017-11361] - Inteno routers have a JUCI ACL misconfiguration 

that allows the "user" account to read files, write to files, and add root SSH keys via JSON 

commands to ubus. (Exploitation is sometimes easy because the "user" password might 

be "user" or might match the Wi-Fi key.). 

2. 12/23/2017 – [CVE-2017-17867] - Inteno iopsys 2.0-3.14 and 4.0 devices allow remote 

authenticated users to execute arbitrary OS commands by modifying the leasetrigger field 
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in the odhcpd configuration to specify an arbitrary program, as demonstrated by a 

program located on an SMB share. This issue existed because the /etc/uci-defaults 

directory was not being used to secure the OpenWrt configuration. 

3. 04/15/2018 – [CVE-2018-10123] - p910nd on Inteno IOPSYS 2.0 through 4.2.0 allows 

remote attackers to read, or append data to, arbitrary files via requests on TCP port 9100. 

4. 07/21/2018 – [CVE-2018-14533] - read_tmp and write_tmp in Inteno IOPSYS allow 

attackers to gain privileges after writing to /tmp/etc/smb.conf because /var is a symlink 

to /tmp. 

5. 12/26/2018 – [CVE-2018-20487] - An issue was discovered in the firewall3 component 

in Inteno IOPSYS 1.0 through 3.16. The attacker must make a JSON-RPC method call to 

add a firewall rule as an "include" and point the "path" argument to a malicious script or 

binary. This gets executed as root when the firewall changes are committed. 

 

Is enough information that denotes excellent expertise “abusing” the ubus WebSocket 

communication making JSON calls. To achieve it, we need the “trick” of use same 

language or protocol using a WebSocket client [18]. Neonsea uses websocket through 

python in the exploit PoC’s, is a good option but I want to try with something that can 

makes and undo the changes in a comfortable way. 

A tool that I like fuzzing with requests is curl. In the ubus wiki, curl must be used with 

the help of a plugin [16]. It doesn’t work, so other tool is needed to do the correct “job”. 

As this is moves under a web environment, I related it with browser, so looking for a 

client for the developer console I find a suitable and flexible way. It explains with 

examples in a MDN web docs [20]. For understand the flow of the WebSocket process 

from the beginning on router, the behavior can be observed in the developer tools at login 

page. 
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Figure 6: GET request at login’s router and script with WebSocket function  

In Figure 6, at the top of the image, there is the first request containing some scripts to 

execute. The responsible of the WebSocket function is 01-juci.js script file. Opening in 

notepad++ the host in WS protocol is the IP of the router. 

Note: As curiosity, the parameter v with the value of some numbers (?v=1560472390) is 

the time in Unix format. So this value can be whatever numbers. 

 

At following Figure 7, the protocol is switching to accept talking under WebSockets: 
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Figure 7: Switching to WS at login’s page 

It means is ready to accept the WebSocket protocol. 

 

We can use our commands in the following way under the console of the developer's 

tools: 

1. Creating the socket with the corresponding protocol. 

var superSocket = new WebSocket("ws://192.168.1.1/", "ubus-json") 

2. Log, show the responses on every message sent. 

superSocket.onmessage = function (event) {console.log(event.data)} 

3. Requesting a session id doing a login with the standard (and only) user that can access 

to the router. 

superSocket.send(JSON.stringify({"jsonrpc":"2.0","method":"call","params":["000000

00000000000000000000000000","session","login",{"username":"user","password":"w

ifis-password"}],"id":0})) 
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The answer contains the session id under the parameter “ubus_rpc_session” and from 

this point, we will use it in every new petition. 

 

 

Figure 8: Obtaining the session id 

To get a fast picture of the flow communication using the Firefox browser, we did a 

simplified diagram: 

 

Firefox
(console)

owsd
(WS)

UBUS

 

Figure 9: WebSocket communication flow using a browser 

I have a good “toy”, I have many things to interact with. As we have seen at the top of 

the chapter 2.1.2. Neonsea did a very good job discovering all these vulnerabilities, so, 

with so much, I'm sure there will always be one that works, isn't it? Well, it's going to be 

not :( . All tried failed… even using the python scripts. Seems Inteno wins “this match”. 

CVE’s had been patched. 

Under manual mode with the Firefox’s console, the answers were: 

{“jsonrpc”:“2.0”,“id”:1,“result”:[6]} 

That according to ubus architecture page [16] means that is a valid jsonrpc response, 6 

code may can be related or well to an access denied or that the session is expired. 

 

This was a very frustrated moment. We came "fighting" methodically and when another 

"wall" stops you, give up is an option, but for me, is my last option… I know is not easy 

and I prefer to have my SIP password now, retrieving in a manual/tutorial mode or in 

some internet forum but this is not the case, if so, I would not be writing this now. I want 

to write these “instructions”, and hope ISP’s writes them too. 
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2.2. Hardware 
In theory, this option is the only working solution for these cases. I read experiences how 

many users had luck opening the device housing for entering via serial mode, connecting 

directly on the router's motherboard. Remembering the router is based on OpenWrt [13] 

we could take a look on the modes [21]. Via USB-TTL seems to be the most common 

method for nowadays devices of this type. 

A photo of the motherboard was taken, because I didn’t find a photo of the inside on 

internet. 

 

 

Figure 10: Inside of Inteno’s EG200 

I haven’t experience, I never disassembly a device like that (experience in opening 

electronic devices, a little, if you are interested in opening this model, you must remove 

the four pads from the sides and their screws that are hidden there) to operate by console 

mode, so decided to rearm it and continue searching for a network method. 

 

3. Encryption over plain Channel 
Taking step to back, I realized of an HTTP plain request that trying to get a file with .enc 

extension. 
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Figure 11: HTTP, GET request of the .enc file 

This is the only HTTP request captured between router and ONT. Above, in Figure 11, 

the GET request retrieves the XXXXXXXXXXXX.enc where XXXXXXXXXXXX is the 

MAC address of your router in capital letters and without the colon. The User-Agent is 

the actual firmware of the router ending with :UBIFS. The full request URI in order to 

acquire the file is: http://inteno-provisioning.adamo.es/XXXXXXXXXXXX.enc and can be 

retrieved publicly, it is serving from an Adamo server internet exposed facing. 

In inspection process, we could not interpret the content, since it was about an encrypted 

file… 

 

3.1. The .enc-rypted file 
There is no doubt this file may hides a valuable “secret” that Inteno & Adamo don’t want 

us to know, but, we are very adventurous and we will follow the track until we solve the 

riddle. 

Under Wireshark, we search the .enc string in packet bytes, and exist a relation with the 

DHCP/BOOTP protocol: 

 

http://inteno-provisioning.adamo.es/XXXXXXXXXXXX.enc
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Figure 12: URI + .enc in DHCP/BOOTP protocol 

The option 128 of the DCHP/BOOTP protocol is present and invokes the .enc file with 

the following URI: http://inteno-provisioning.adamo.es/$MAC.enc .Interesting… Is the 

same URI as can be observed in Figure 11, but the name of the file .enc is called $MAC. 

It has all the characteristics to be a variable that router’s resolves as the MAC of itself as 

can be seen in chapter 3. 

  

3.1.1. Algorithm Mechanism 
Doing more research, I found a manual of the device XG6846 [22] from the DNA [23] (a 

Finnish telecommunications company). At page 10 of the manual, it explains that the 

XML can be encrypted using 3DES. At page 54, there is a table with examples to retrieve 

the file in encryption or plain mode. The number 128 is the type of option we saw in 

Figure 12. 

Going back to page 10, it talks about some keys: It says “3DES keys can be retrieved 

from your Inteno logistics or from your Inteno sales contact.” Very interesting… Maybe 

I can request to Adamo give to me, but if they didn’t deliver my SIP key, nor it has no 

sense that deliver me this type of “master” key, right? 

But… one moment, I saw something about “des” in some place… 

While playing with WebSockets, one of the request about showing the info of the router 

system, we obtain 3 keys: wpa is well knows, auth and des, the latter, is the one that can 

be useful to us… 

 

http://inteno-provisioning.adamo.es/$MAC.enc
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Figure 13: Getting the 3DES key via WebSockets 

Figure 13 shows the request and the answer with the info of three keys, one of them is the 

des, but, will be that key that really make reference to 3DES? 

 

3.2. 3DES-encryption 
The tool used for the encryption process, seems to be openssl and the key must be 

converted to hexadecimal with this command (seen on XG6846 manual): 

echo $1 | xxd –p 

Where $1 is the key to convert. Once key is converted to HEX, the full command to 

encrypt has this aspect: 

openssl enc -e -des-ede -nosalt -K $KEY -iv "0000000000000000" -in $2 -out $3 

The -out gives you encrypted file. 

Now, the dilemma is in the decryption process. Is openssl, again, the right tool for this? 

The person who can give us an answer is Daniel Vindevåg [24]. 

He build a free website service to decrypt the .enc file if you already have the key. If you 

add .txt at the end of the URI you can see the source code [24]. And the command for 

decryption: 

openssl enc -d -des-ede -nosalt -K $key -in $encrypted_file -out $decrypted_file 

Is very similar like in the manual of XG6846, the only differences is the -d parameter 

instead of -e and the missing -iv. 

In the process of the decryption .enc file with 3DES key on Daniel’s website, output points 

to a .txt extension. And he retrieved the des key from the router in the following URL: 

http://192.168.1.1/xmlprov.html [25] but since an update of 2016-04-30 seems no longer 

working/accessible. 

We decided to do some trial & error with the 3DES key we found using WebSockets. We 

use the tool to convert to HEX from the XG6846 manual [22] and then we use the entire 

command from the Daniel’s site [24]. 

The .txt extension file is still illegible and the command didn't throw any error, so… what 

is wrong here? 

 

Finally we check if the extension of the file is really a .txt or we are talking about of other 

type of file format. 

http://192.168.1.1/xmlprov.html
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Using a HEX editor like notepad++ with his respective plugin, it is appreciated that file 

starts with: 1F 8B and according to: List of file signatures of Wikipedia [26] It was a file 

with tar.gz extension! 

 

4. Hack your Provisions 
If you are an Adamo user, I know that you are really desiring to get that SIP password 

(As I had too!). This is the practical part of the paper, so don’t worry, I'll get to the point 

in this section ;) . Before moving faster, let’s take an overview under a diagram about this 

hack. 
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Figure 14: Overview of the hacking process 

You are acting as router’s owner (or hacker). The .enc key can be got from an external 

network (different of Adamo’s ISP), but the file will be unreadable if you do not have 
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access to the router with the corresponding MAC (the name of the file must be match 

with the MAC of your router). Otherwise, the key to decrypt won't work. 

 

Let’s Start! 

0. First of all, is important to show the environment where the PoC was tested. 

 

 

Figure 15: Showing the OS version of Kali Linux 

Step 1: Let's see what type of “fish” we collected. 

1. After doing a MitM (Man-in-the-Middle) between the router and ONT as seen in Figure 

1 of the chapter 1, we open the .pcap file looking for the provisioning URL. 

 

 

Figure 16: Opening the captured file 

2. The .enc file is retrieved using the wget tool and the parameter -U to use the same User-

Agent observed in the capture (in this case, is the firmware of the router ending with 

:UBIFS). 

 

 

Figure 17: Getting the .enc file with wget tool 

Step 2: Help the key “calling to it”. 

1. Let’s open router’s page with Firefox. 
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Figure 18: Opening router’s login page 

2. Entering to Developer Tools pressing F12 key for use the console. 

 

 

Figure 19: Opening Firefox Developer Tools 

3. Let’s communicate by Sockets. Create a new WebSocket object and then activate the 

logs for every request that sends. 

 

 

Figure 20: Creating the WebSocket and activate logging 

4. Let’s authenticate with the router’s WiFi in order to acquire a valid session id. 
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Figure 21: Obtaining a session id 

5. Retrieve the des key for decrypt .enc file through the info of the router system. 

 

 

Figure 22: Acquiring the 3DES key 

6. They key has 16 digits, but to use it we need convert into HEX before. 

 

 

Figure 23: Using xxd tool to pass to HEX 

Step 3: Stripping it. 

1. Let’s decrypt the file with the help of the openssl tool. -d indicates decryption, -des-

ede is two key triple DES EDE in ECB mode [27], -nosalt salt is not use in the key 

derivation routines, -K is key in HEX format, -in the input encrypted file, -out the output 

of the decrypted file. 

 

 

Figure 24: Decrypting the .enc file using openssl 

2. The file has a .tar.gz extension, let’s unzip/untar the file. The result is obtaining the 

Provisioning.conf. 

 

 

Figure 25: Untar the decrypted file 

3. Let’s show the content of the Provisioning.conf! 
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Figure 26: Showing the content of Provisioning.conf 

OK, hack process is complete! Happy calling :D . Also, a video is created to show all 

these steps in action: 

https://youtu.be/uObz1uE5P4s  

Note: This video starts doing a mention to people of the Banda Ancha forum (from 00:00 

to 00:37 seconds of time). I promised to share the video with them if I succeeded [28]. 

 

5. Conclusions 
Good and bad news… Let’s start for the good one. 

We have the SIP password and we have no excuse to expand the VoIP functionalities, 

remember that the rest of the parameters are gained as seen in Figure 2 of the chapter 1, 

or you can go to the Banda Ancha forum under a “lazy” situation. (The most important, 

of course is the password). 

If you are continuing vague and don't want use the WebSockets for getting the 3DES key, 

OK, Wireshark can do the job for you: 

 

https://youtu.be/uObz1uE5P4s
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Figure 27: Getting the 3DES key via Wireshark 

The steps in this process are: 

Start sniffing with Wireshark → Login to the router (http://192.168.1.1) → Do a proper 

filtering on Wireshark: websocket contains “boardid” 

We have demonstrated other ways to get the “masterpieces of the puzzle” (take it as 

“Bonus Track” ;)). It means, the command/calls is triggered without our interaction, in 

an unattended form. 

 

Now, the bad news. 

We should not be able to "recover" the key using these methods. I really could shut up 

and to have my SIP key under my new “secret”. But do you think this is the good way to 

do progress under security perspective? Correct answer is NO! 
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All Adamo’s users with the VoIP service, must have the rights to have their SIP key, and 

the rest of the parameters. If Adamo don’t want to offer support is OK, there are other 

help on the Internet to share most common infrastructure or other individual difficult 

ones. If Adamo had facilitated me the password, I would not have gotten here (most 

probably not). But, thinking about it, I think I must be grateful because the vulnerability 

could have resided for some, long time who knows… 

The Provisioning.conf is encrypted so… where is the danger? Well, isn't really enough? 

Not at all! 

XXXXXXXXXXXX.enc file is available to all people, even on external networks that are 

not proprietary of Adamo. We have seen in Figure 14 of the chapter 4 that the 3DES key 

for decryption the .enc public file, is protected under the local network of the owner’s 

Adamo’s user. This is a "wall" more level of protection, but you need thinking like a 

cybercriminal or “bad guy”. An attacker can download the keys maintaining the 3 first 

nibbles of HEX of the Inteno’s MAC and guessing random numbers against the 

provisioning server to get all as possible (this can be done more automatically/fastly with 

a script). Once the attacker has obtained the provisioning file, he could make long distance 

calls at the user's expense... (Spending the user's money). And for the 3DES keys that 

matches with the recollected .enc files? The “key” is to use the WiFi’s names, SSID or 

BSSID (in cases where user changes the Wi-Fi name). 

The 2 last nibbles of the BSSID or SSID of the 2.4 GHz band (if comes as default, 

untouched config) is a good guide to identify the correct key to match with .enc file. 

The formula of identify: You need add +1 to the MAC of the router (or name of the .enc 

file) to find the BSSID that has the correct 3DES key. And at reverse, from the Wi-Fi 

names (SSID), you need -2 (under HEX) to get the correct .enc. If user changes the Wi-

Fi’s name, you need focus on BSSID, in this case, you need -1 to get the .enc. So, in 

addition: 

Finding Wi-Fi BSSID: ********XXXX.enc → +1 

Finding router’s MAC/.enc file from default Wi-Fi name: ADAMO-XXXX → -2 

Finding Wi-Fi default name (SSID) from router’s MAC/.enc: ********XXXX.enc → +2 

Finding router’s MAC/.enc file from default Wi-Fi BSSID/MAC: XXXXXXXXXXXX → -

1  

Note: This behavior has been observed under the 2.4 Ghz band, the 5 Ghz don’t follow 

this criterion. 

 

Attacker could do a wardriving [29] inspection and could also try to break the Wi-Fi 

encryption, because WPS is activated by default [10] and this Wi-Fi protocol is insecure. 

 

This can be seen with other “eyes”… Let's give an accurate “graduation” for it. 

1. The WPS must be disable by default on router, as is well known as insecure protocol. 
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2. The access to the provisioning server must be restricted by the Adamo’s IP ranges as 

minimum. 

3. Restrict the access to the provisioning server by User-Agent parameter could also be a 

good idea. 

4. The provisioning file is encrypted, this is OK, but could be better if packets flows under 

HTTPS (doing hard to know what is if intercepted). 

5. Encryption file could be acquired via sFTP (secure FTP) doing it more robust. 

6. For immediate workaround, user can replace their router, so if is disconnected from the 

“world” nobody can retrieve their 3DES key in case someone has them .enc file. 

 

As concluding ending, the Provisioning.conf file, may contains other type of information 

that can be used for malicious things, statistics… this is the firewall package. At Figure 

13 of the chapter 3.1.1. There is another type of key which I do not know its purpose, but 

my objective was focused entirely on extract my SIP password, because it is a parameter 

that belongs to me and I wanted it. 

Normally, there is almost always a reason why I do hacking tasks, and for now, my 

investigation about Inteno & Adamo ends here. 

 

Hacker is always good term. I do not want to hurt; I want to help and collaborate 

improving the security of devices and infrastructures in order to do a safer digital world 

(and/so… I’m happy with the Adamo’s connection!). 

 

I want to give special thanks to: 

Banda Ancha members; was the first stop looking for Adamo’s information and also for 

its good reception. 

Neonsea; for sharing the discoveries. I learned a lot about the WebSocket communication 

protocol. 

Daniel Vindevåg; for reporting the Inteno vulnerabilities and share to the world, including 

the decryption mechanism. 

Without all of you, this white paper would not have come to light 😊. 

 

Remember… 

Be Good, Be Hackers. 
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